A photograph is considered a medium with emotional legibility and a means of expressing and exchanging emotional experience. This research presents the interactive emotional photo frame system focusing on mediating individual affective experience among close relationships. This emotional photo frame system dynamically controls the photograph based on a user's affective states and user-specified emotion reaction rules. It is designed for helping users recognize and experience the same emotions with others. The system consists of an emotion recognition system, an emotion share server and an emotional digital picture frame. The emotion recognition system analyzes photoplethysmography, skin temperature and galvanic skin response signals to recognize user's emotional states and transmits the results to the server in real-time. The server stores user emotional data with individual emotion reaction rules that define how the picture frame should affect the photo in response to individual affective states. The emotional picture frame renders personalized visual and aural elements on the photograph according to the feedback of emotions. This paper presents an empirical exploration of the effectiveness of this system. The results revealed that most participants were influenced by their partner's emotion presented in this system. There was a strong relation of emotion sharing between the partners.
Introduction
Photography can help people record and document family moments, capture phenomena and express the professional artistic images. With the advent of digital media, photography has become increasingly popular in daily life, with nearly sixty million photos being taken per day [34] . Such popularity has driven the creation of various kinds of devices and applications, such as digital camera, digital photo printers, digital picture frames, camera phones, photo-editing software, and online photo sharing services. Digital photography in conjunction with the Internet has enabled people to share their photos with friends and family members, supporting social interaction and affective awareness [19] and building social networks as * Corresponding author. E-mail: kpark@dankook.ac.kr.
in Flickr and Facebook. Especially, photo sharing has allowed people to share experience and emotion with others through pictures. Emotion often involves a social process in which a user communicates with others by creating emotional experiences [8] . There have been many previous works that used an interactive artifact for conveying personal emotion to others [11, 27] . However, the way emotions are understood must either be pre-determined or agreed upon by users. For example, hapticons for enriching text messages on the instant messaging system are vibration patterns with a predefined emotional meaning (such as big smile and embarrassed) [27] . BuddyBeads support the expression of user emotions through private agreed codes [11] . Even though users share the same affective states, their expressions may be different. Hence, the uniform responses in emotional contents make it difficult for users to adequately express their emotions [33] . This research proposes the interactive emotional digital photo frame system designed for mediating user's affective experience among intimate relationships such as family members and couples. This system captures user's affective states passively by inferring from physiological signals. It dynamically adjusts visual and aural rendering of the photograph in correspondence with individual emotional changes. The emotional expression displayed on the photo reflects personal color preferences and visual effect patterns specified in the picture frame. This system facilitates the emotional photographs shared automatically via the server without requiring users to actively input for emotion sharing. Figure 1 shows a scenario of family living in distance but sharing their emotions through this proposed system. When Dad touches the emotional digital photo frame, his affective state is read by the physiological sensors on the frame. Then the state gets propagated to his remote family members. Consequently, the remote family members can witness changes in Dad's emotions through the changes of the photo on their picture frame as the content changes its appearance in realtime. The visual and aural elements of the photo, such as saturation, luminosity, brightness, background audio and sound effect, change to reflect the user's current affective states. Each family member can design his or her own visual and aural elements on the photo with his or her preferred emotional expressions.
Recently as more increased numbers of people are in long-distance relationships, it is necessary to find more effective means of communication for emotional expression over a distance. In contrast to previous work, this emotional photo frame system encourages remotely located people to reciprocate their affective states in real-time. The primary goal of this research is to develop the system that mediates one user's affective states to induce a similar emotion in the other. This system is focused on facilitating affection transfer between distant users by capturing one's emotion non-intrusively using ANS physiological sensors and rendering them as personalized emotional expression that remote users can intuitively understand.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes a review of the literature on the emotion sharing picture system. Section 3 provides a brief overview on emotion model and emotion recognition using physiological signals of the Autonomic Nervous System (ANS) responses. Section 4 discusses the design and implementation of the proposed interactive emotional digital photo frame system prototype. Sections 5 and 6 describe the experimental methods, results and discussions. Finally, the conclusions and future directions are summarized in Section 7.
Related work
There have been many previous works that used a picture frame as a way to convey personal emotion to others. LumiTouch developed by MIT Media Lab is a pair of interactive photo frames designed for enhancing emotional communication between loved ones [2] . The photo frame consists of light-emitting elements and pressure sensors to detect if users took hold of the frame with their hands. It then displays different color lights based on how long and where users hold the frame. This frame also shows ambient light glows to indicate the presence of the other user if the other user is in front of the frame. These features enable to display user emotions and develop an abstract emotion language for basic communication.
Second Life is an online virtual world where users are represented as avatars and they can meet, exchange information and interact with each other. It is used to foster business and personal relationships. The EmoHeart project developed by University of Tokyo took Second Life one step further by actively analyzing user text inputs to discover user emotions and then displaying user emotional states on the avatar's face or as a heart on the avatar's chest [20] .
In the Emoti-Picture frame system, a tangible interface has been added to the digital photo frame for emotion sharing with remote users [21] . This system consists of the picture area (on the left) and the feeling area (on the right). The picture area shows the photograph of the remote user's emotions. The feeling area consists of emotion buttons and heart-shaped emotion indicator used for expressing user emotion. The emotion buttons are used to express user emotion on the photo to the remote user. The related photo is displayed on the frame along with the heart-shaped indicator blinking.
Yamanishi's work [35] and EmuPlayer [22] are the music selection and recommendation system based on user emotion. The former work presented an emotional song selection system based on the acoustic-emotion model, which relates the acoustic fluctuations of a music concerning time variation of pitch, volume, and rhythm, using subjective evaluation. This system allows a user to present an emotional adjective and the degree of the emotional state. EmuPlayer recognizes user's emotion using skin temperature and heart rate data. Then, it generates a playing list of music based on the user's emotional state. This system was evaluated to measure the song's effect on a user's emotion before and after listening to the music, not to give the user bad influence.
Kim et al. designs and implements the early prototype of the Emotionally Intelligent Content framework [16] . Its primary focus was to provide the capability of sharing an emotional avatar within contents. The emotional avatar presented a user's current emotional status with different emotion color model. The system also worked in a simple direct communication mode between the emotion recognition and emotion rendering system. A virtual reality and an emotional game on Apple iOS platform were constructed using the prototype framework.
Whang et al. implements a two-dimensional emotion rule base system using physiological sensors to find valid physiological parameters and maps them using nine categories of human emotions [37] . They adopted a two-dimensional space made up of valence and arousal where emotions were classified in each of the four quadrants using two bipolar axes: pleasantness (P) vs. un-pleasantness (U) and arousal (A) vs. relaxation (R) [18] . This research also developed a specially designed measurement device called "emotional mouse" for the recognition of EDA (Electro Dermal Activity), SKT (Skin Temperature), and PPG (PhotoPlethysmography). This research mainly discussed the rule base for determining a user's emotion based on the values measured using these physiological sensors.
While these works have explored various techniques to enhance interpersonal relationships, most of these cases require the user to actively express emotions. Furthermore, the way emotional expressions are understood has either been pre-defined or a new language must be established that both users have agreed to. The platform described in this research enables the mediation of user affective experiences using emotion recognition based on physiological signals where emotions can be shared without any work on the part of the user. This system also provides personalized emotional expression for users to intuitively understand affective states of the others with no additional learning or agreement needed for emotional expression.
Emotion model and emotion recognition

Emotion response model
Emotion classification is challenging for both humans and machines due to a large variety of emotional states. In previous research, psychologists distinguished two emotion models: discrete emotion categories and two or three continuous dimensional emotional models [32] . The discrete emotion categories originated from Darwin's pioneering work on basic emotion. It includes six basic emotions: anger, disgust, fear, joy, sadness, and surprise [15] .
On the other hand, the bi-dimensionality theory of emotion proposes that the nature of emotional experience is primarily determined by two main dimensions, namely, valence and arousal. In this theory, valence and arousal are two orthogonal, independent dimensions of the emotional stimulus [7] . The dimensional model allows one to map discrete emotion labels onto a two dimensional coordinate system. The affective dimensions are continuous, and so are interesting for real-time monitoring of user emotion. Moreover, this dimensional model of representation allows for the computation of changes in user emotional state, which is needed to represent emotion as a dynamic process [14] .
This research adopted Russell's emotion model, where the two dimensions are represented by a vertical arousal axis and a horizontal valence axis [28] . Figure 2 shows the emotion response model representing the five emotional categories: Neutral, Pleasure, Stress, Fatigue, and Relaxing. This two-dimensional extended emotion model is used to represent the user's current emotional state in the five different categories based on continuous physiological changes and the measurement of affective states.
Emotion recognition using ANS physiological signals
A great deal of research has already been conducted on emotion detection through non-verbal communication methods, such as physiological signals and expressive responses [3, 5, 24, 36, 39] . Retrieving emotional states using expressive responses (such as facial, vocal and postural expressions) requires computer vision, speech or gesture recognition technology. Identifying user emotions based on these techniques can lead to the development of flexible user interfaces. However, it requires sophisticated data pre-processing steps, such as image region, motion detection and lexical analysis that involve machine learning techniques for feature extraction. Also, this technique is easily affected by some environmental factors, such as lights, colors and noise.
Emotion recognition using physiological signals (such as blood pressure, skin temperature, pupillary response, brain waves and heart response) have provided promising results in cases where the affective states are directly related to changes in bodily signals [9, 26, 30] . Recently, much work has been devoted to using CNS (Central Nervous System) responses, such as EEG signals, for the classification of emotion states using both artificial and statistical methods. However, it is a challenging issue to extract the features to achieve optimal classification of emotions as described in Eum et al. [6] and Park et al. [23] .
On the other hand, ANS (Autonomic Nervous System) responses can be processed in real-time to capture indirect perceptual emotional responses [10, 17] . ECG (Electrocardiogram) signals provide more precise information about HRV (Heart Rate Variability) features [31] . HRV is frequently used to analyze time and frequency and the response of the autonomic nervous system. However, ECG requires the attaching of electrodes to the user's chest. Furthermore, ANS activities are involuntary responses, so they cannot be controlled and are referred to as "fake emotions" [14] .
Changes in the amplitudes of PPG signals are related to the levels of tension in human [4, 15] . Anger induces a large increase in skin temperature, whereas fear and sadness induce lower variations. Major magnitude changes in GSR signals are related to emotional excitement and dynamic activity in humans [4, 37] . The most important reasons for using ANS physiological signals are that physiological signals based on ANS activity are very descriptive and easy to measure. Moreover, it is possible to obtain reliable representations of true emotion that cannot be actively controlled [12] .
According to previous study associated with these physiological parameters [1, 9] , the feasibility of emotion classification was highly accurate up to 80% and 99%, using the Support Vector Machine (SVM) algorithm. Although these results are promising, these parameters can frequently differ from one user to another and these features are very sensitive to different algorithms. They also require sophisticated data prepreprocessing. Therefore, this proposed emotional digital photo frame system estimates the affective states of individual users by adopting the emotion rule base which is based on heuristic emotion assessments extracted from ANS-based signals, such as PPG, SKT, and GSR responses. This method is significantly acceptable up to 71.67% for identifying emotional responses, as it has been previously reported [1, 12, 13, 15] .
System implementation
It is assumed that photographs are effective contents for evoking emotional experiences between close friends and family members. However, each individual has a unique personality and may feel differently while viewing the same photograph. It has been shown that people also preferred user interactions so that they were able to directly control the contents by themselves [29] . This system allows the individualized emotional rules to be shared automatically, once the rules are put into place. Then, the rules determine how the emotional photograph will be rendered to reflect their personal preference.
The interactive emotional digital photo frame system is built on top of the Emotionally Intelligent Contents framework [25] . This system is composed of three subsystems: (1) an emotion recognition system based on individual physiological data, (2) an emotion share server for sharing individual emotion data and contents; and (3) an emotional digital picture frame that renders emotional contents. The emotion recognition system receives a user's physiological signals and determines user's affective state by applying the emotion deduction algorithm on the signals. The emotion share server provides a personalized emotion-sharing service based on user's affective state along with emotion reaction rules and emotional content elements. The emotional digital picture frame renders emotional state changes of remote users through the emotion share server.
As shown in Fig. 3 , the proposed system is comprised of the following representative operation processes: emotion sensing, recognizing, individualizing, sharing and representing for individual emotion data and contents. The system workflow and possible scenarios for sharing individualized emotions are described as follows:
(1) When the local user, A, views the photograph while touching the physiological sensors on the frame, the emotion recognition system captures his or her physiological signals and identifies his or her current affective state. (2) This affective state is then sent to the persistent storage on the emotion share server. In addition, the emotion share server stores the emotion reaction rules and emotion content elements for each individual. (3) User B's emotional picture is rendered by the commands generated using User A's current emotional states, User B's emotion reaction rules and emotion content elements. The picture on the frame appears dynamically in real-time as new affective states are received from User A. (4) The remote user, B, who can be a friend or family member of User A, may infer the emotional states of User A by changes appeared in the emotional photograph. As User B modifies his or her emotion rules or contents, the updates are automatically shared via the server to reflect on the photo. User A's affective states may induce a similar emotion in User B, which in turn feeds into User A's matching emotions by sharing the interactive emotional digital photograph.
Emotion recognition system
The emotion recognition system estimates the user's affective states using ANS physiological sensor signals such as PPG (Photoplethysmography), SKT (Skin Temperature) and GSR (Galvanic Skin Response). PPG measures the cardiac synchronous changes in the blood volume. Changes in the amplitudes of PPG signals are related to the levels of tension [15, 24] . SKT measures the thermal response of human skin. Anger induces a large increase in skin temperature, whereas fear and sadness induce lower variations. GSR measures the changes in the electrical resistance of the skin in response to autonomic arousal. Major changes in GSR are related to emotional excitement and dynamic activity [24, 37] . Figure 4 shows the diagram of emotion recognition procedure. The analog-to-digital converter attached to this system generates packetized data using RSE (Referenced Single Ended) mode in real-time. In order to compensate for noises and artifacts, a pre-processing stage is performed, consisting of 0.5∼3.0 Hz bandpass filters for signals, and for absolute measures, a DC filter is used including a 60 Hz notch filter for noise cancelling, respectively. The pre-processing PPG, SKT, and GSR data are extracted using a 200-Hz sampling rate. Because of the use of three different signals, the emotion recognition system uses dynamic memory allocations with a circular queue memory structure to improve memory usage.
The PPG frequency and amplitude and the average values for the GSR and SKT signals are selected to extract features for emotion recognition every second. The mean amplitude is defined as the average value of the computed amplitudes [12] . For the real-time physiological signal processing, a sliding window technique and TDP (Time Dependent Parameter) was used, as referred in [12] and [15] .
In order to minimize the individual differences in physiological signals, a normalization method is adopted as a reference, as studied in [13] and [19] . The normalization method is described by the following Eq. (1):
In Eq. (1), E PPG,GSR,SKT denotes the percentage increase or decrease of the PPG, GSR, and SKT signals from the neural state (N PPG,GSR,SKT ) to the current state (C PPG,GSR,SKT ). The values of each signal data type are normalized by using the average value of the corresponding data collected during the emotion recognition phase for the same user.
In addition, the threshold band is designed as a neutral range. In Eq. (4) and (5) . The physiological signal is estimated every second by incoming signal data.
Finally, the normalized physiological data are mapped to the regions of the heuristic two-dimensional emotion model adopted Russell's emotion model. 
The "+", "-", and "0" symbols stand for "increase", "decrease", and "no fluctuation", respectively.
Then, the emotion deduction algorithm [10] differentiates a user's emotional state into five categories (i.e., Neutral, Pleasure, Stress, Fatigue and Relaxing) based on user's continuous physiological changes (i.e., increase, decrease and no fluctuation). Table 1 shows the simulated emotion rule base that is used for inferring user's emotional states, coded as Pleasure, Stress, Fatigue, Relaxing and Neutral. The designed threshold band can classify the increase or decrease of physiological signal patterns. The threshold range of normalized physiological signal patterns occurs at the state of Condition I-3.
Conditions I:
When the physiological signal values are plotted as threshold range values, "+" and "-" denote an "increase" or "decrease" in the normalized physiological signal values, respectively. The "0" symbol stands for "no fluctuation"; in other words, the normalized physiological signal values are affiliated to the threshold range.
For example, all-zero values of sensor signals indicates "Neutral" state, which will be used as a reference. When the values of the frequency and amplitude of PPG signals increase and there is no deviation in the mean values for GSR and SKT signals, this pattern is considered as the "Pleasure" emotional state. defined with several vertices. The HSV (Hue, Saturation, Value) color values are set for the regions specific to the "Pleasure" emotional state (i.e., 2). Unlimited number of regions can be created for each emotional state.
Emotion share server
Emotional digital picture frame
The current prototype of emotional digital picture frame runs on Apple's iOS and Google's android tablets. The system is responsible for retrieving user's emotional data and processing them for emotion rendering on the photograph. It manipulates graphical maps by putting an emotional color and visual pattern mask on the original photo to create a new emotional content in real-time. Also, it dynamically changes its visual and aural aspects on the photo according to user emotion reaction rules specific to a given user's affective state.
When the system starts, it requests a user identification number so that it can keep track of the user. Then, it continuously interoperates with the emotion share server to obtain new emotion reaction rules and contents. The user emotion reaction rules are defined as a hierarchical structure of emotion rules containing condition, regions and actions for the photo [25] . They describe several certain actions (such as visual and aural effects) applied on some image areas (regions) for specific user affective states (conditions). The contents and the user emotion reaction rules are managed separately so that each user can specify his/her emotion rules without affecting other user's emotion rules.
The acquired emotional contents are rendered using the OpenGL ES 3D mobile platform graphics library and the OpenAL sound library. The various web-based communication features of the libcURL library were used for communication between the emotion picture frame and the emotion share server. In addition, open source libXML was used to handle XML for emotion reaction rules and content expression.
Experiments
The experiment was conducted to assess the system effectiveness and to the feasibility of mediating affective experiences between two users via the interactive emotional photo frame system. The participants were asked to identify their own affective states while viewing the emotional photo affected by their own emotion, followed by sharing with their partners' emotion.
Participants
In this study, fourteen undergraduate students (12 women and 2 men) were recruited and divided up into seven pairs. Each participant was paired with their close friend. The participants were 20 to 23 years of age with an average age of 21.5. All participants were majoring in computer science-related fields. They all had a moderate level of computer experience. Most of them had no previous experience with physiological sensors. None of them had previous experiences with an interactive emotional photo frame system. All participants expressed fairly high interest in playing with this system. Figure 6 shows a snapshot of a subject using this system during the experiment. PPG signals were recorded with TSD200C sensors that were placed on the subject's earlobe and SKT signals were measured with TSD202A sensors placed on the subject's thumb. The subject wore these sensors while holding the dig- ital picture frame system. The GSR signals were measured with TSD203 using two electrodes which were attached to the index and middle fingers of the subject's right hand. All physiological data were sampled at 200 Hz using Biopac's MP100 system [12] , and were analyzed with the emotion deduction algorithm written in LabView. The one-minute of data during the adaptation period was recorded for normalization. The emotional digital picture frame runs on Apple's iPad and Samsung's GalaxyTab.
Apparatus
The emotion reaction rule profile was pre-defined by each subject. The rules were then used to change the appearance of the clothes and background of the photograph around the subject or the subject's friend on the picture frame. Table 2 shows the example profile of the two subjects participated in the experiment. Both subjects chose different colors and visual patterns based on their preferences. For example, when Subject A's emotional state is "Pleasure", the personal preference cloth color is "HSV (200 • , 74, 93)" with the visual effect of blue hollow stars. When Subject B's emotional state is "Pleasure", the personal preference cloth color is "HSV (56 • , 100, 100)" with the visual effect of yellow solid stars. For example, "HSV (56 • , 100, 100)" represents yellow, which is the same color code as "RGB (255, 238, 90)" and the color palate code of "#FFEE00". demonstrates how Subject A's digital picture frame reflects Subject B's "Stress". This is because Subject A had previously defined that the visual effect of "black leaves" would depict the emotional state of "Stress". In other words, each digital picture frame follows the emotion rule to its owner even though the picture shows emotional states of the remote user. This mechanism allows each system owner to be aware of the other user's emotional states.
Procedure
The participants were first given a pre-test survey questioning technology and previous experiences with the emotion digital photo frame system and physiological sensors. Next, each participant was paired with a close friend and allowed to take pictures. Then, each participant created his or her own emotion reaction rule profile on the system. The participants performed the actual experiment by completing two tasks: (1) identifying their own affective states and (2) sharing the emotional experiences by their partner's affective states.
First, each subject performed the subjective emotion identification task to evaluate whether the subject's emotion measured using physiological signals matched his or her subjective feeling. When the subject watched the emotional photo, the visual appearance around the subject in the photograph (which was taken during the pre-test session) was dynamically changed by the subject's emotional state. Such an emotional (color or pattern) effect on the photo was based on the emotional profile specified by each subject during the pre-test session. The subject's affective states recognized by the system were logged into a file. Also, the subject was asked about his or her subjective feeling at the moment whenever a transition in the subject's emotional state (for example, from "Neutral" to "Pleasure") was detected by the emotion recognition system. Then, the agreement between the emotional state detected by the subject's physiological signals (objective measurement) and the user-stated subjective feelings (subjective measurement) was measured while viewing the changes in the emotional photo.
Secondly, the subject performed the emotionsharing task to evaluate whether his or her emotions were influenced by his or her partner's emotions. The main objective was to measure how much the subject empathized with his or her friend via this system. Each subject was asked questions about his or her emotional feeling while looking at the emotional photo affected by his or her partner's emotions collected from the first task.
In this case, the color of the partner's clothes and the background visual effects around the partner in the photo were changed according to the rules specified by the subject's emotion profile. Then, the agreement how similar the subject's feelings matched the partner's affective states was analyzed to measure emotionsharing.
The experiment took about twenty minutes. For each task, three minutes were used for the relaxation (2-min) and adaptation (1-min) period, and the following two minutes were used for the actual task. A ten minute break was given to the participants between the two tasks. Figure 8 describes the patterns of Subjects A's physiological signals when she had experienced the changes of color patterns in the emotion picture frame under the "Fatigue (0x03)" affective state. Specifically, the frequency of PPG signals showed a decreased pattern ("-" symbol), and the amplitude of PPG signals and mean value of both GSR and SKT signals showed an increased pattern ("+" symbol).
Results and discussion
For example, in Fig. 8 C. (a) , the PPG frequency decreased from 1.5 s to 3.5 s so that it had the decreased symbol ("-"), whereas the amplitude of PPG signals and mean value of both GSR and SKT signals increased over the same period with the increased symbol ("+"), while watching the fatigue content was displayed in the emotional picture frame. It was found that the physiological patterns conformed to the emotion rules in this manner as described in Table 1 . Table 3 shows the results of the first task and the second task. First, it evaluated how much the emotional photographs reflect individual emotions by measuring the agreement of individual emotion response. The subject's emotional changes detected by the system had varied over time during this task. Typically, subjects showed, on average, 16 occurrences of emotional changes, ranging from 12 to 20 occurrences, within the two-minute session. The most frequently occurring emotion that matched in both the objective and subjective measurement was "Relaxing" followed by "Fatigue" and then "Pleasure". On contrast, the emotion that showed the least agreement was "Neutral". As shown in Table 3 , the agreement of individual emotion response showed that the accuracy between the self-reported subjective feeling and the subject's affective state as detected by the physiological signals was, on average, about 62%, with percentages ranging from 35% (Subject #5) to 86% (Subject #6). The median was 65%. An agreement of 62% was high enough for the intuitive subject responses and the untrained physiological responses since most subjects had never used physiological sensors before and none of them were familiar with the emotional digital photo frame system.
Agreement of individual emotion response
Agreement of assimilative emotion response
As shown in Table 3 , the agreement of assimilative emotion response showed that the accuracy between the self-reported subjective feeling and the partner's affective state presented by the emotional photograph was, on average, 64%, with percentages ranging from 29% (Subject #7) to 90% (Subject #6). The median was 66%. The rate varied greatly for each pair of friends because the experiment had been conducted without training. Ten out of fourteen subjects showed the increased accuracy on the degree of agreement of assimilative emotion responses as compared to the degree of agreement between individual emotion responses. The results indicated that most subjects were able to convey their emotion to their partner. Table 4 shows the cross tabulation analysis results of emotion sharing between the partners. The most frequently occurring affective state of oneself was "Relaxing" followed by "Fatigue" and then "Pleasure". On the other hand, the least occurrence emotion was "Neutral". It meant that the subjects were affected one way or the other by their partner. The detailed analysis using the Chi-square test showed there to be a strong association of emotional states between the partners. The probability value p computed by the Chi-square test was very small (p = 0.000), and it indicated that the degree to which the subject's emotion was affected by his or her partner's emotion to be significant. That is, emotion sharing between the partners did actually occur. Figure 9 shows a bar graph of cross correlation percentage (%) between one and the friend's emotion. It revealed that one and the friend shared the same affective state most of the time. For example, the friend reacted 69.3% of the "Pleasure" state when given one's "Pleasure" state. Similarly, the percentage of matched affective states was 51.5%, 64.9%, 61.7% and 67.1% for "Stress", "Fatigue", "Relaxing" and "Neutral" respectively. In particular, the strongest association between one and the friend's emotion was "Pleasure". That is, the sharing of "Pleasure" was the most influential between the partners.
In the previous study, the Emotionally Intelligent Content, which dynamically changed its appearance in response to user emotion, induced more user emotional changes as compared to the original content [25] . This experiment found that the same affective states had arisen between two users from sharing this emotional photo frame system. So, it seemed that the pre-defined or agreed forms of emotional expression had benefited from establishing the common grounds between partners.
Interestingly, this emotional photo frame system adopting user-specific emotion reaction rule also helped users perceive and understand their partners' emotion intuitively. The result was in line with the previous work on personalized emotional expressions to improve natural human to robot interaction [33] . It may have happened because this system supports subtle visual and aural rendering aspects used for the emotional expression on the photo. Unfortunately, the participants recruited in this experiment were female dominant since they had to be in close relationship as the partner. It may consider that such positive results obtained in this experiment may be because of female users who spend more time with social networking service. However, the previous research investing on emotion contagious via the emotional photo also showed that the gender of the viewer had weak effects [38] .
Conclusions and future works
This research explored the interactive emotional digital photo frame system to mediate individual affective states among close relationships such as family members or intimate friends. This proposed system captures a user's emotion non-intrusively using ANS physiological sensors. These emotional data are then shared via the server so that the user's emotion changes are automatically reflected on the remote user's digital picture frame by using user-specific emotional reaction rules. The emotional reaction rules are the specification of various colors and patterns on the photo defined by the owner of picture frame. This mechanism allows the owner of the emotion-receiving device to be aware of his or her counterpart's emotion and to be easily assimilated into the partner's affective states.
In this research, an experiment was also conducted to evaluate the system effectiveness and the feasibility of emotion awareness and sharing between users. First, the participants verified their feeling of emotion while using this emotional digital photo frame system (i.e., sensing their affective states by physiological sensors). Then, the participants verified their feeling of emotion affected by his or her partner's affective state changes displayed on the emotional photo. The results showed that the agreement of individual emotional response and the agreement of assimilative emotional response was 62% and 64% on average respectively, without training. Also, the cross tabulation analysis using the Chi-square test revealed that there was a strong association of emotional states between the partners.
Interactive emotion experience sharing improves the usage of an affective system significantly and it provides users with all the benefits of a natural interaction. In particular, this interactive emotional digital photo frame system demonstrated more scalable personalized emotion sharing services via the emotion share server, without the need for any procedural or coordinated systematic protocols adopted by many previous works. One of the important aspects found in this research was that emotion responses depended solely on the regulation capability of the individual because user emotion states frequently differ from one person to another and are very sensitive to day-to-day variations.
In the near future, the current prototype of this system will be enhanced to be more unobtrusive by physiological sensors embedded in the emotional digital picture frame. Hence, a user will be able to simply touch the frame for emotion detection. It also plans to improve the emotion recognition system associated with additional personal speech or face recognition algorithm to increase the accuracy without the need for any prior training. Currently the facial expression recognition algorithm is developing to extract and map feature points from the user to the avatar.
The latest smartphones in the market come with a fingerprint and heart rate sensor. In addition, the current technology trends show a lot more built-in physiological sensors in smart devices. More recently, there are growing interests on communication tools for conveying personal emotion to others since more increased numbers of people are in long-distance relationships. In this research, it was realized that a wide variety of emotional expressions could be existed even though the user affective state was the same.
This emotional photo sharing system would be more useful if family members or couples try to mediate their affective experiences with their counterparts. However, there might be some bias in the current experiment results based on the fact that subjects already have an in-depth knowledge about the likes or dislikes and emotional responses of their friends. Therefore, in the future, a controlled experiment (such as, a double blind test) will be conducted using this system for mediating affective experience between people in close relationships. Such an emotion-sharing service in response to user affective states including individual's own preferred contents provided by this system will be more popular in the near future.
